Multiple queue, cyclic service systems (called polling systems) have often been used as performance evaluation models in communication and production systems with cyclic resource allocation. However, most research has focused only on the mean waiting times due to prohibitively growing complexity in computing higher-order moments of the waiting time. This paper presents the explicit expressions for the second moments of the waiting time in symmetric exhaustive and gated service systems of two, three, and four queues with Poisson arrival processes. Numerical comparison reveals that they are ordered in the number of queues (increasingly/decreasingly for exhaustive/gated service systems, respectively) and bounded fairly tightly by those for single queue systems and by those for systems with infinitely many queues. Conjecture of their heavy traffic limits is also made.
Introduction
In polling systems, N queues are served by a single server in cyclic order. Such systems have diverse applications in communication networks and production systems in which a single resource is shared by multiple users with cyclic allocation. A particularly noteworthy application is the performance evaluation of token ring and FDDI protocols for high speed LANs. Two service disciplines among others with respect to the set of customers served a t each visit of the server to a queue are exhaustive and gated service ones; they differ in respect to whether those customers that arrive at a queue in service are served during the current visit or reserved for the next visit. As usual in queueing systems, of main interest from customer's viewpoint is his/her waiting time. A special case in which N = 1 is referred to as a system with server vacations. Another extreme case in which N = oo (the load at each queue is infinitesimally small) is called a continuous polling system. Early studies of analysis and applications of polling systems are surveyed in [g, 14, 15, 161 .
Consider a polling system with exhaustive or gated service discipline in which each queue has a Poisson arrival process and general service time distribution (like in an M/G/l queue) and the switchover times of the server also has general distribution. Then it can be shown that the moments of any order of the customer waiting time in each queue can be evaluated, in principle, through the solution to a set of linear equations. However, explicit analytical formulas are unavailable for the waiting time moments, even for the mean waiting time except for a few special cases (for example, systems with N = 2 queues and symmetric systems). Thus major efforts have focused on the mean waiting times, such as the reduction in the number of the linear equations [6, 101 as well as efficient algorithms for their computation [8] , and linear dependence relationships among them called pseudoconservation laws [2] . This paper is concerned with explicit evaluation of the second moments of the waiting tirne in exhaustive and gated service polling systems. The second moments generally give measures of variability and can be used in Chebyshev inequality for estimating the probability distribution. In our evaluation of the second moments, we confine ourselves to symmetric systems such that all the queues are statistically identical. The explicit formulas are available for the mean waiting times in symaxetric polling systems of N queues ( l 5 N 5 cm) [?l. To the authors's best k~uwledge~ the second moments (or variaxlces) of the waiting time have been obtained for the following special cases only (besides for seryer vacatio~ systems N = l): an symmetric exhaustive service system of N = 2 queues and zero switchover times [13]? the same system but with aonzero switchover times [l2], symmetric systerns with deterministic service and switchover times of N = 2 and 3 queues [l] , and symmetric continuous polling systems ( N = m) L3, 51. Numerical computation procedures for the variance are given in [S] , [8] and [Ill. We present the explicit expressions for the second moments of the waiting time in symmetric exhaustive and gated service systems with N = 2 , 3 , and 4 queues. They have been obtained by solving the traditio~al set of linear equations using the software package Mathematics [l91 for symbolic formula manipulation. We show by numerical examples that the second moments are ordered in N (i~cremi~gly/decrewingly for exha~istive/gated service systems7 respectively) and fairly tightly bounded by those for the continuous polling systems ( N = m) and those for single queue systems ( N = 1). We also conjecture the heavy traffic limit forms of the second moments for general .N. The heavy traffic case of an exhaustive service system of N = 2 queues and zero switchover times i~ studied in [4] .
The rest of the paper is organized as followse IB Section 2 we describe aur models more speci5cally and introduce notation wed in the paper-In Sections 3 and 4 we consider symmetric exhausti~e and gated service system3 re~pmtively~ and give the second moments of the waiting time for systems of N = Z7 3 and 4 queues-In Section 5, they are plotted and compared numericall~r. We also discuss limiting forms of the second moments in heavy traffic conditions.
2-Models and Natation
Let us describe our systems and introduce notation for system parameters. The number of queues in the system is denoted by N. Queues are indexed by i7 i = l? 2 > . * = N 3 in the order of server movement. We assume a Poisson arrival process of customers at rate Ag for queue i. The LaplaceStieltjes transform (LST) of the distribution function @F) the meaB7 and the nth moment of service time of a customer at queue i are denoted by B: ( S ) , hi, bp)?
respectively. The total load offered to the system is then given by
In each queae? customers me served on first-come first-sert~ed (FCFS) basis* The buffer of each queue has infinite capacity. We assume p < 1 which makes the whole system stable.
The LST of the RF, the mean7 and the nth moment of time meded by the server to switch from queue i to queue ti + 1 (switchover time) are denoted by R: ( S ) , ri, respectively. We also use the variance 6: := rj2) -rf . The mean total switchover time is then given by
The switchover times are assumed to be independent of the arrival and service processes. The LST of the DF and the nth moment of the waiting time Wi of a customer at queue 2 are denoted by Wz(s) and E [ W g , respectively. A system in which the arrival and service processes in all queues and all the switchover times are independent of queue index i is called symmetric. For symmetric systems, we let p, = p = Ab, and omit subscript 2 from other parameters; thus we get p = Np and F = Nr.
Exhaustive Service Systems
We first consider exhaustive service systems. In such systems, the server continues to serve each queue until no customers remain there. Customers arriving a t the queue in service are also served during the current visit of the server. 
. . , N } is derived from the partial derivative of (4) at z\ = 2:2 = = ZN = 1 as follows.
f. ( 2 , i)A,A^
Similarly, a set of N 4 equations for { fi(j, k , 1); i, j, k , I = 1,2, . . . , N } is given by fi+l ( j , k , 1) = ~j~t~i r . C "
For a symmetric system, all subscripts are dropped from A,, bi, bin), ri, r Ã ' p in (lla-c) and (12a-d). Although no explicit solution to (11) is available in general, fi(i, i) for system is given by where A2 = r^ -r2.
We have not been able to derive an explicit expression for fA& i, i) even for system with a general value of N. However, we can get fi (i, i , i) for specific a symmetric a symmetric values of N. Here we have solved these equations using Mathematica for symmetric systems of N = 2,3, and 4 queues. The resulting second moments are as follows:
Gated Service Systems
We next consider gated service systems. Here, the server serves only those customers that are found at the instant when the queue is visited. Those customers that arrive during the service period are set aside to be served in the next round of visit. For a gated service system, the joint GF Fi(zl, z2, . . . , zN) defined in (3) satisfies the equation from which we can get fi(i), fi(i,i) and fi(i,i,i) in the same way as in Section 3. It is known that A set of N 3 equations for { fi(j, k); i, j, k = l, 2, . . . , N } is given by A set of N4 equations for { fi(i, j, k, l); i, j, k, l = l, 2, . . . , N} is given by For a symmetric system we get The LST of the DF for the waiting time W i in a gated service F'CFS system is given by from which we get
We have obtained the second moments of the waiting time in symmetric gated service systems of N = 2 , 3 , and 4 queues as follows:
Numerical Results, Comparison, and Heavy Traffic Limits
Let us compare the waiting times in various symmetric systems with the same total load p = Np. To avoid the effects from the variability in switchover times, we assume that all the switchover times are deterministic, thus d2) = r2, d3) = r3, and d2 = 0-In such a case, Note that a continuous polling system has no distinction of exhaustive and gated service because the load at each queue is infinitesimally small. The second moment of the waiting time in single queue systems ( N = l) without the assumption of deterministic switchover times are given by [l71
In Figures l and 2 , we plot E[W2] against p with fixed b (= l) and T (= l or = 100) for different number N of queues. The service times are either deterministic or exponentially distributed. To compare, let us use E [W2IeTN, E[W2]g,N, and E[W2Im to denote the second moment of the waiting time in an exhaustive service system of N queues, in a gated service system of N queues, and in a continuous polling system, respectively. We observe in the figures monotone ordering for the second moment of the waiting time:
Figure l: Second moments of the waiting time in exhaustive and gated service systems (service times are deterministic). We also see that the second moments are fairly tightly bounded by those for the continuous polling systems (N = m) and those for single queue systems ( N = l) if the switchover times are small and the total load p is not so large. This suggests possible use of the formula (23), (24a) and (24b) for approximating E[W2] in a system of N queues where 2 5 N < m .
While it seems difficult to obtain the second moments of the waiting time for general values of N at present, we may conjecture the limiting forms in the heavy traffic condition p + 1. In (14a-c) and (22a-c), we see that the most significant contributions in this limit come from terms of order 0 (l/ (l - where n = l, 2 ? . . ..
